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Morgan Nuzzo is the co-owner of an abortion business in the state of Maryland. But the abortion

center she owns doesn’t just kill babies early in pregnancy.

In a new interview, Nuzzo brags that her abortion biz kills babies up to 34 weeks. That’s nearly full-

term. Not only are these abortions killing babies who are born healthy every single day in hospitals

across the country, they are past viability.

And these babies are not just past viability. They’re well past viability. Not by days. But weeks.

The record for the earliest viability where a baby has survived is 21 weeks. And 22, 23 and 24

week-old babies are not only surviving but surviving more frequently and at higher rates than ever

before as medical technology continues to improve.

But Nuzzo kills those viable babies as late as 34 weeks – almost 13 weeks or three months after

babies can begin living outside the womb.

And she’s proud of that fact when asked what ages the babies are when they die.

“Between 20 and 34 [weeks’ gestation]. And then we’ll see �rst-trimester patients, too. That would

make a much higher number; we can see a lot more �rst-tri patients,” Nuzzo said.
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Fortunately, Nuzzo’s abortion business is killing fewer babies in late-term abortions these days,

something she bemoans.

REACH PRO-LIFE PEOPLE WORLDWIDE! Advertise with LifeNews to reach hundreds of

thousands of pro-life readers every week. Contact us today.

“We actually saw a decrease in later abortion patients from July until very recently. We were

booked out several weeks in the spring and early summer. And then there was just this dramatic

drop-o�. Last year some advocacy folks did some data, and they were like, [the need for later

abortion is] going to increase like a hundredfold. So I’m not really sure how to reconcile that with

the reality of what we were seeing. But you know, even in California and Washington and Oregon,

people were saying that they were seeing less people,” she said.

“We aren’t booking out now for appointments — we have availability next week. Whereas before

[the wait time] was two to three weeks on average, sometimes as much as �ve. We were getting a

little worried about where the patients are,” Nuzzo added.

Worried?

Hopefully women later in pregnancy are getting the legitimate medical care they and their babies

need.

But the next time someone says late-term abortions don’t happen, show them this article and

Nuzzo’s interview. They do happen and Nuzzo’s Maryland abortion biz kills those babies just weeks

before full-term.
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